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East Africa’s Specialty Coffee Sector Reaps Regional Returns  

Almost 800 coffee aficionados including farmers, producers, buyers,  
roasters and traders from the region and as far away as the U.S., U.K,  
Switzerland, India, Korea, Japan and Australia, gathered in Mombasa  
February 11-13 for the East African Fine Coffee Association’s 7th annual 
conference. In meetings, over meals and under the stars of the Southern 
Cross, enthusiasm about industry growth was as charged as the caffeine on 
offer morning, noon and night.    
 
‘Fine’, ‘specialty’ or ‘differentiated’ coffee is defined by its geographic  
distinction, flavor, and a price double that of other coffee.  The daily ‘Latte’ 
consumed by many North Americans, Europeans and Japanese is 
frequently made with fine coffee.  
 
In 2002, USAID/EA began partnering with an East African coffee sector that 
was failing in the wake of a global glut of lower-grade coffee. But all signs 
pointed to a market that would support demand for higher grade coffees.  

The East African Fine Coffee Association (EAFCA) was established in 2000 
and today is a regional, non-profit member organization representing the 
coffee sector in Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, South Africa, 
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe (and newest member), Democratic 
Republic of Congo.  Working with USAID/EA’s Regional Agricultural Trade 
Expansion Support Program (RATES) and now the Competitiveness and 
Trade Expansion Program (COMPETE), EAFCA has jettisoned into 
prominence. 
 
Stephanie Wilcock, USAID/
EA’s regional trade advisor, 
explained, “EAFCA has 
shown the value of bringing 
together industry  
stakeholders from across the 
region to focus on both 
increasing quality and raising 
the profile of the truly unique 
coffees that this region has to 
offer.” 
 
With a focus on training and 
marketing, EAFCA is covering 
the bulk of its operating costs 
through annual events such 
as the coffee conference, and 
is contributing to surging regional specialty coffee exports (from $60 million 
in 2001 to $297 million in 2009). Demand for fine coffee outpaces supply, 
and with less than 10% of fine coffees originating in East Africa, there is 
growth potential.  According to Stephanie, “This is great news for regional 
coffee growers and for those of us who enjoy drinking Africa’s finest coffee.” 
 
A key selling factor is quality and proven ability to consistently meet  
standards. EAFCA has worked hard to ensure that its producers can speak 
with the same voice about quality as foreign roasters and buyers.    
 
For example, an innovative new private public partnership between USAID/
Compete and U.S. based Sustainable Harvest should add further value to  

Rwandan Barista contestant Jea Bosco Kayitana 
works under the watchful eyes of one of two technical 
judges.  Photo: USAID/EA   

 

Sensory judges for the first Africa Barista Championships. 
Photo: USAID/EA   

 

East Africa’s coffee through the piloting in  
Tanzania of a coffee data tracking system using 
the Apple iPhone.  The idea is train coffee  
cooperative managers to input and track data 
using the iPhones about every producer’s beans –
from soil to the port of export.   
   
David Griswold, director of Sustainable Harvest, 
explained how the clients for whom he imports 
coffee, such as Vermont’s Green Mountain brand, 
don’t want just good coffee--they want the story 
behind the coffee.  This fascination (some say 
obsession) with knowing more about a food’s  
origins has taken off among the Slow Food and 
Eat Local movements. Here, the buyers are in the 
driver’s seat since, says David, “Buyer  
specifications for specialty coffee have become 
significantly more rigorous, because they want 
consistency, quality, and traceability.”   
 
An emphasis on coffee quality was apparent at 
EAFCA’s inaugural Africa Barista Championships, 
supported by USAID and other donors.  Baristas 
brew and serve coffee according to professional 
Barista standards, highlighted by competing  
Baristas from six East African countries who  
prepared cappuccinos, expressos and a 
‘signature’ drink for a panel of exacting judges and 
one very strict timekeeper.   
 
Others tasted (or ‘cupped’) emerging regional 
Robusta coffee varieties.  Two kinds of coffee are 
produced in the world: Arabica and Robusta.  East 
Africa produces more Arabica (a highland coffee) 
than Robusta (a tropical variety).  Tracy Ging, 
director of Marketing and Communications for the 
Specialty Coffee Association of America,  
explained that Arabica and Robusta coffees are 
as different as gin and scotch.  Kenneth Davids,  
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Preparations Underway for Burundi’s 
2010 Elections 

Editor of the Coffee Review and an expert cupper, 
was excited about the new East Africa Robusta 
varieties which he described as lacking Arabica’s 
‘citrus brightness’ but displaying a bitter sweetness 
with chocolate overtones.   

Currently, most Robusta coffees enter the market as 
inexpensive, poorly prepared beans used in cheap 
canned coffees.  The goal of this year’s EAFCA  
Robusta program was to create standards to  
differentiate between such poor quality Robustas and 
the higher quality Robustas produced in many  
regions of East Africa. Potential demand may exist for 
increased Robusta production.  But while Tracy noted 
that buyers are spurred on by the ‘motivation of the 
hunt’ for the next great coffee, she also cautioned that 
East Africans show no taste awareness yet of  
Robusta and that more outreach is required.      
 
One impediment to getting fine coffee to buyers is the 
high costs of slow transport.  Foreign importers want 
to expand into East African varieties.  But it takes only 
weeks to source great coffee from Central or South 
America—and five months from East Africa.  USAID/ 
COMPETE is working to help improve regional transit 
and break down barriers to exporting valuable goods 
like specialty coffee from the region.  

Perhaps the most challenging issues at EAFCA emerged during the 
Agenda on Gender breakfast, hosted by USAID/Compete and other  
supporters.  Female leadership in East Africa’s coffee industry is  
growing.  But a new video supported by USAID and screened at the 
breakfast called Sisters in Coffee-Breaking Barriers, Creating  
Champions, underscored how gender issues must be addressed for the 
industry to thrive: regional female farmers handle 60-80% of the coffee 
producing labor.  But a woman interviewed in the film referred to this 
labor as the ‘donkey work.’  Even worse, she said, at the end of the day, 
‘the man takes the money.’   

Part of the issue is land  
ownership, which is not  
traditionally accorded to African 
women.  The other is the power 
that male spouses still wield 
over their female partners in 
much of Africa today.   

But the morning also raised 
notes of optimism:  Zipporah 
Karanja, who grows Kenya on 
the slopes of Mt Kenya, intoned 
to other female producers, “You 
need to shout and say you can do it.”   Another woman, Fatima Farehd 
from Tanzania, interviewed on film and also sitting in the room, said opti-
mistically and with an unmistakable firmness, “We’ll make it.”     

Andrea Trindle, Coffee Trader, engaging in Robusta cupping. 
Photo: USAID/EA   

 

USAID Finds Employment 
for Somaliland’s Youth 
Work exists!  By helping to provide 
skills training and employment  
opportunities it is hoped that stability 
and reconstruction will become the 
main focus in Somaliland, Puntland and 
South Central Somalia.  In an effort to 
reduce insecurity associated with youth             
unemployment, USAID’s local             
partners in Somaliland have     
recently secured employment for 57 
youth, with a second partner completing the necessary steps to help 
employ 52 additional Somalis.   

 

 

On January 20, 2010, United States Ambassador to Burundi, 
Pamela J. Slutz, (second from left) visited a training center in 
Bubanza. This event was organized by the International  
Foundation for Election Systems (IFES) with support from USAID 
to prepare for registering Burundi’s voters for the 2010 elections. 
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African farmers must also gain experience in risk  
management.  The European Union and USAID/Compete 
recently supported a practical training in Coffee Price Risk  
Management to help producers adapt to price volatility in 
international commodity markets. Trainer and World Bank 
Agriculture Risk Management Team consultant Roy Parizat 
ran into one of his students, Wycliffe Murwayi, a coffee  
manager with Tropical Farm Management Kenya, at the 
EAFCA conference.   

Roy and Wycliffe explained how in Kenya, where coffee’s 
annual crop cycle covers 12 months between pre-harvest 
and harvesting, processing and delivery, a lot can happen 
with coffee prices.  The trick is to know when during those 
months to sell one’s coffee.  This kind of ‘price hedging’ is 
not a skill honed by most rural farmers.   But Roy insists that 
it can be learned, as proven by several of his students who 
had just locked down early, profitable sale prices for their 
coffee. 

 

Zipporah Karanja, Kenyan Coffee Farmer 
speaking at the Agenda on Gender Breakfast 
meeting. Photo: USAID/EA   
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Private Sector Alliance Assessment Conducted in Uganda   

Left, Moses Thenge, Human Resources Manager, Kakira Sugar Works; Richard Orr, Manager, 
Kakira Sugar Works; Michael Kibinge, USAID/EA Regional GDA Specialist; Hania Dawood, 
Student, Harvard Business School. Photo: Ulrike Killy 

Two students from the Harvard Business School provided insights about the 
private sector.  They brought valuable contributions based on their experiences 
in the private sector prior to business school. 
 
Assessment Purpose 
The two-week assessment focused on developing an approach for USAID/
Uganda to engage the private sector for GDA development across priority and 
potential program areas.  A secondary objective was to conduct customized 
GDA training for 25 USAID staff and 10 implementing partners.   
 
During the assessment, the team analyzed the interests, challenges, and issues 
facing the private sector in Uganda in order to determine potential areas of new 
collaboration and partnership.  The assessment analysis included an  
examination of: 
♦ Where major opportunities exist for GDA program intervention; 
♦ How opportunities exist across key business and economic 

sectors; and 
♦ Alliance and partnership opportunities with the private sector beyond the 

capital city, Kampala. 
 
During the assessment more than 50 interviews were conducted with Uganda’s 
largest private sector companies, key industry associations, USAID  
implementing partners and development donors.  Key influencers within USAID 
were interviewed including the Mission Director, Dave Eckerson, the Deputy 
Mission Director, John Mark Winfield, the Contracting Officer, Bruce McFarland, 
and Strategic Objective team leaders as well as other U.S. Government 
agencies, to better understand country-specific challenges and Mission  
strategic objectives. 
 
Findings and Recommendations 
The team developed recommendations on assistance priorities and activities for 
the Uganda Mission that are under consideration.  One opportunity could in-
volve mobilizing Uganda’s farmers into producer organizations which are then 
assisted with financial services, better access to markets, inputs, distribution 
networks, and business development services.  Specific challenges faced by 
several private sector companies included poor access to a large farmer base; 
lack of commercialization of famers (and insufficient and low quality inputs); and 
weak market demand.  Companies interviewed appeared willing to continue 
contributing their own resources to solve these challenges in partnership with 
USAID.  Assuming this recommendation is adopted, USAID would be able to 
connect farmers better to markets and increase rural household incomes from 
produce sold in these markets.   By jointly working to solve this problem the 
public and private sectors can improve the pace of economic growth in targeted 
sectors.   
 
Some of the broader business challenges facing the private sector include:  

infrastructure, electricity, inadequate enabling 
environment, access to finance, weak  
technical skills, and insufficient local demand 
for Ugandan products.  Many of these  
challenges were cross-sectoral and found to 
affect all industries.  By using a screening 
process to identify the most interesting  
alliances, the team was able to develop  
specific recommendations, like the example 
above, for the Mission to consider. The 
screens included: sector importance, severity 
of challenge faced, development impact, and 
possible USAID contribution. 
 
Future Assessments 
After Russia and Bangladesh, USAID/Uganda 
was the third USAID Mission globally to under-
take a private sector assessment.  A fourth is 
tentatively planned for Colombia.  Two African 
Missions have expressed initial interest.   
Regarding future assessments, ODP/PSA  
requires a Mission Director to confirm interest 
and explain how an assessment will fit into a  
Mission’s strategy.  ODP/PSA prefers to do an 
assessment at a point in the Mission's  
planning cycle where the results can be used 
to impact Mission strategy.  USAID/East 
Africa’s GDA Advisor is supportive of further 
assessments in African countries with a rapidly 
growing or vibrant private sector.  For more  
information, please contact Jerry O'Brien:  
JO’Brien@usaid.gov or Michael Kibinge   
mkibinge@usaid.gov. 

  

A Team Approach 
A Global Development Alliance (GDA) private 
sector assessment was conducted with the 
Uganda Mission from January 11-22 to explore 
potential for the Mission to develop new strategic 
partnerships with Uganda's private sector. 
 
The team included seven members: Michael 
Kibinge, USAID/East Africa Regional GDA 
Specialist; Jackie Wakhweya, Development  
Program Specialist, USAID/Uganda; Rob  
Schneider, Senior Alliance Builder, USAID/
Washington’s Office of Development Partners/
Private Sector Alliances (ODP/PSA) ; Thomas 
Buck, Project Manager, SSG Advisors; Leo Surla, President, MetaMetrics; and Ulrike Killy and Hania Dawood, Harvard Business 
School.   

 

 
**March 22-26: Family Planning meeting, Kigali 
Rwanda. 

USAID/East Africa 
Phttp://eastafrica.usaid.gov 

Calendar of Planned Upcoming 
Events 


